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PADUCAH, KY., TUESDAY MORNING. AUGUST 15. 1905.

iN NEW ORLEANS

sulted from the Portsmouth meeting.
an attachment was issued but he came I
The Japanese envoy's demande of millin on the home stretch.
lions of rubles, Russian territory,
The warrant against Jim Bulger I
•
ships and ports, and also his proud atwas diernissed on his securing license
titude generally, are- not justified at
for his dog "Fido."
all. The Japanese have won nio con. W. D. Scott, for breach of ordiclusive lanct victories. They have ocnance, was grantcd a continuance.
cupied no Ruesian territory except-the
Fred Romaine paid license on his
undefended Sakhalin Island. In short,
dog,
and the warrant was dismissed.
they have taken an attitude which rem
A continuance was given John Hill,
ders agreement impossible.
AL WEATHER
charged with -breach of the peace.
"Still, Witte's trip will be useful in
John M. Dorn and Bert Payne, THE DAILY 'REPORT •
REPORTED YESTERDAY. renewing Russia's okl friendship with
white,
got into a "scrap" Saturday
the Americans. Witte will propose to
AVERAGES FIVE DEATHS.
evening on North Fourth street, and
President Roosevelt a commercial
the former was fined $5 for his part
. Witte Continues His Argument As treaty which will -how to Americans
in the row, Payne being dismissed.
the trade possibieeties which exist in
Yesterday the First Negro Patient
to Japan's Intentions ToRussia.
Reported to Have Succumbed
Wallace Held to Answer.
ward Korea.
Albert
Wallace,
the negro who asCzar Sincere.
to Disease.
saulted Dan Sayers, mate in the steam"I emphatically deny the alleged iner Dunbar, last Monday, the 7th,
sincerity of the czar in regard to Ru,RUSSIA INSULTED
waived examination in police court
sian reforms and also the reports of
yesterday morning and was held to AUTHORITIES STILL'
BY BARON KOMURA somebody's insurmountable opposiIn the circuit court at Sntithland brought 6o or est suits against the city the grand jury.
FIGHTING HARD.
tion to reforms. Positively all of us
J.
Mark Worten, of this city, tiled an- of Padacall for ex-chain gang prison- Sayers has been in the Riverside
want a representative assembly, but
other suit against the Register News- ers for $1o,000 each, and the Register Hospital since he was injured. He
Portsmouth, Ni. H., Aug. 14.—The tc jump from the rixteenthieentury to
paper Company for $5,000 for Elden took sides with the taxpayers of the was able to be out yesterday, but the
New Orleans, Aug.
sitting of the peace conference was re- the twentieth is not easy,' especially
a dozStone, wtho sues through his fatter city and denounced the bringing of wound ;ha, proven to be quite seri- en
with
twenty-eight
deaths early today indicated the
unassimilated and
sumed this morning under ideal weath
and next friend, Sane Stone.
the suits, saying that when they were otra, as he will sustain the loss of the possibility that the
er conditions. The excessive heat illiterate nationalities within the emfigures of the preeit is supposed that the suit is' for tried that the courts would throw sight of the eyeinjured. Mr. Sayers ceding
pire.
Reforms
wifl
soon
take place
tours might be matched, but
wave which has almost driven the forMe/ and refers to a publica- them out; on the test case the appel- when be recognized the negro in the health
eigners to distraction during the first however. The czar is going to Moe- tiered
authorities expressed no
tion in the Register during August, late court did decide agaiast. Worten, court became very nervous and want- surprise
corn
to
promulgate'
his
at the prospect. During the
manifesto. Adays of the conference, was broken by
nog, of an item that gave something and now he has broken into the United ed to render violence to the man. He present
visitation of fever fatalities,
yesterd.ay's storm, and after a good ter the convocation of a aational as4.1
of Elden Stone's history in Paducah, States court with a suit or two of the said he could not stand to look at the if
sembly
we
will
open
schools
they have come at all, have come
plenipotentiaries
night's rest the
and
throughli
and made reference to the fact of his came kind against the city. Worten black scoundrel without wanting to most frequently
a
the members of their erstauurage ap- out the empire. Thus regenerated
at the end of the fifth,
peared this morning bright and cheer- Russia will be prepated vigorously tit having been convicted of petty larce- was the only man with a license to get bold of (him. The injury is quite sixth or seventh day. During all of
ny in the Paducah police court; that practice law in Paducah who got painful to ele. Sayers, and it is deeply last
week the daily report of new.
...Sul. The change in the weather af- resist all Asiatic encroachments."
while in the city lockup he stole some mixed up with the ex-chain gang regretted that he should lose the cases
fected their tempers, and is they look
was large, so that it is anticimoney from a fellow prisoner and suits, and this conduct about cooked eight of his eye. The attack that the pated that the daily
More Optimistic.
ad out across the rippling bay, dotted
death list will be
Portsmouth, N. If., Aug. 14.—The was given another sentence by Judge iris goose in Paducah. More than negro made on Mr. Sayers was most larger this week than last.
with green islands and shining white
yachts, the universal exclamation was, Japanese newspaper correspondents D. L. Sanders. In the absence of one good citizen was heard to say cowardly, The, negro, who was a
Negro Attacked.
have lately been considerably more Worten's petition it can only be sur- that Worten ought to be run out of deck-hand on the Reuben Dunbar, Included in the deaths of the pre''How charming."
sed ae to what grounds he and his the city, and a little agitation at that because he was discharged, secured ceding twenty-four hours was that of
optimistic than they were at first. Peo
allege in order to vent his time would have brought trouble to a large rock and returned to the boat a negro. Very
protege
tie
are
not
lacicing
who
believe
that
few cases have apBali and Bow.
spleen against the Reg- him for it was a species of work that andthrew and struck Sayers in the peared,
contemptible
Baron Komura and Mr. Takahira the Japanese newsaper men are given
however, among the negro
had never before been attempted on eye.
both appeared -in frock coats. They information that is withheld from the ister.
population. There is a case reported
It Ns-0o be remembered that sevenl such a barge scale. Happily, howevertered their motor cars shortly after correspondents of American and Eufrom Spanish Fort, a former surnmer
9 o'clock, smiling and bowing to the ropean papers. Whether this is so or months ago this same fellow Worten er, for all concerned, the courts put a
resort on Lake Ponchartrain, wiiere
Was Only a Scare Shot.
Sunday night about to o'clock Capt. taere is now a large colony of fishhotel guests, who were already on the not, there is attached to the Japanese brought suit against the Register for quietus on Markie and his horde of
veranda to witness their departure. embassy a gentleman, Mr. Yamasa, Sio,000 in Livingston county, where ex-chain gang clients and he is reap- Joe Woods was told by a lad that a ermen. It is the first case that has
Three mirrutes later Mr. Witte and whose duty it is to meet his country- he, Worten, was reared, and at the ing the rewards of very, ill-advised negro had "touched" a white man appeared there. No new case has
while asleep on lower Kentucky ave- been reported at Mfilneburg, near
Eaton Rosen came out of the en- men among the newspaper represent- trial of the case a jury of his former acts. °
The Register is no doubt blamed by nue, and that the negro was at Spanish Fort, for two weeks.
trance of the annex where the Rus- atives and give to them such informa- fellow-citizens, noe friends, for it is
sian heaclquarters are located. There tion as is devoted advisable. It is cer- understood that weer, Worten is best Worten for some of the sentiment Fourth and Kentucky avenue or opPassed-Assistant Sugeon Berry was
was a little cr, wet collected. So cool tain that Mr. Yantasa talks with the known he ha, but few, if any friends, against him, and just for revenge he posite the city hall. Capt. Woods in reported today to be doing well. He
was it that Mr. Witte wore a light Japanese correspondentSs much more gave a verdict in favor of the Regis- is now making a specialty of suing an innocent kind of a movement has passed the first stage of disease,
overcoat. Both smilingly greeted the fteely than does Mr. Sato with the ter. That suit was for alleged dam- the Register in another county and walked towards the negro, but the and if he weather, the secondary
assemblage of guests which was await other newspaper men. It may be that ages to said Stone because the Reg- resorting to tactics that reputable latter "smelled a mouse". when he stage. which is almost due, be is exthe correspondents talk with Mr. Ya- ister published that be had been ar- lawyers eschew.
ing them.
spied the btuecoat and brass buttons pected to be up and about before the
The suit iostituted by Worten yes- and made a dash up Fourth street to- week is out.
The secretaries of the respective masa of home and of possible mutual rested and taken to Crittenden counmissions had/ 't a few minutes before acquaintances. On the other hand it ty, every word of which was true. Al- terday will come up for trial at the wards Broadway, but on seeing so
The Citizens' Committee continued
the principals.., k Japanese in a tally- may be that the papers of the Island though Stone, Worten and the own- September term of the Livingston many people at Fourth and Broadway today their work of (raising subs-rripho, the Russians in a launch. The Empire are publishing important bits CT of the Register all live in Paducah, circuit court, and if he has in his pe- turned and made hit escape in an al- eons. With the state and city conconference began at 9:50 o'clock, the .c,f news that have not yet found their Worten, in order to harass the paper, tition lenguatteWs4ctualby used ley near Mocquot's law office._ Offi- tributions nearly $254,000 has keels
V"n6 diffi- cer Woods while exclaimirre for lieris raised. it is purposed to make the I
diccus•ion being resumed on the con- way into the papers of this country filed the suit in another county, but in the Registet
ditions relating to the status of Korea, and Europe. A great many of the the good citizens who composed the culty in backing up the publication. to halt fired once in, the air. The shot fund $300.000, if possible, to cover
Me. Witte continuing to urge that the American and English correspondents Livingston county jury refused to In the $1o,000 suit .Worten brought failed to have the desired effect, for all eventualities.
award his client any damages, one- against the Register for Sam Stone, the negro's' legs turned to wings.
language of the clause should explic- think so.
One a the most pessimistic of the half of which probably would have and lost at Sinithland, he delrberately
itly show what he contended was the
NewOrleane, Aug. r.1.—eVith nearly
true Japanese intention regarding the correspondents " here is George W. gone into Worten's pocket. Several omitted part of the language used in
one-hale of August gone and with toCharged With Robbery.
Hermit Kingdom—namely, to make of Smalley. the famous staff writter of reputable lawyers at the Smithland the Register so as to mislead the
Jim Doohn and Read McCormack, tal deaths since July 13, one month, of
it a province of Japan. Before pro.. the London Times. The most optimis bar refused to be associated with court and jury by distorting What was,two youeg men, were arrested yes- only 154, an average of five a day, the
ceeding to business the plenipotentia- tic until very reoemly was Boris Sou- Worten in the case, and he had to really pit:Anted. The public may'terday afternoon by Officers Terrell Marine Hospital service authorities to
ries were pboteuraplied in their posi- vorine, of the St. Petersburg •Novoe attend to that work himself. It will draw its own conclusions as to such and Cross, clown near the I. C. in- day began the second week of their
tions „around the council table in the Vrernya. Of late, Me. Souvorine has also be remembered that Worten reprehensible acts.
cline, on the eharge of robbery. One fight against the yellow fever here.
hi-en less confident that the confermain conference room.
of their companions escaped.
There was a drop of cases on Sunday,
ence will result in peace.
'
Mayof
Hayden,
James
K.
as
Polk
is usual, because Sunday inspection
;
It is an absorbing drama that is be- =IA
No Session Yesterday.
IN NEW YORK.
field, filed the charges against the is not se rigid as that on week days,
•
The sehtion of the Russian and Jap ing enacted on the banks of the Pisboys, and says that while he was but Dr. White had his inspectors out
atrese peak commiseioners, which was cataqua, and no one can know what Widespread Damage Done by Lightwalking along near Second and early today in each of the wards, and
•• -to have been heist at Portsmouth yes- the developments of the last act will
Broadway, rile larger of the two 2C- it will not be surpreing if today's list
and
Rain.
ning
terday afternoon was postponed by be until the fall of the final curtain.
COSted him, grabbing hold of his coat shows some advance over that of the'
,mutual consent until this morning.
New York, Aug. Lt.—Widespread
and the °there at this time joined in pre'c'e'din'g twenty-four hours.
..be debate at Saturday's session is A IIIIAYFIELD LADY
In spite of all the appeals that have
and 5.0111e one of the crowd took five
damage was caused by a thunderstorm
FOUND DEAD IN BEIi.
said to have beetroot a somewhat sensilver dollar, from his pocket. leoo- been nude by the press. and the fedof unusual violence, accompanied by a
sational character, and the attitude of
lin and McCormack give an entirely eral authorities there is still suppreshigh wind and a deluge of rain that
Mr. Witte indicated that the Russians Mrs. James Hargrove Suddenly Ex- lerret over New Yeek and vicinity
sion of cases. One instance is that of
,
different version of the affair.
pires From Heart Trouble.
ELMER TOWNSEND
proposekto raise before the world the
yesterday. A boathouse at the foot
a daughter of a well known lawyer.
specter of the "yellow peril." in spite
She
is said to have had a typical ease,
Fifty-secWest
One
of
Hundred
and
SUES
COL.
GAINES.
Wants Sio,000 Damage.
Mayfiekt, Ky., Aug. 14.—Mrs. -Jae
of a good many Pessimistic predicto have been treated only by a
end
and
number
street,
large
of
in
which
a
Townsend
Elmer
The
suit
datnnge
ticno, the general feeling at Ports- Hargrove was found dead in her bed Arsons had taken shelter, was struck
druggist. When discovered by
near-by
last week said he would file against
•
mouth is said to be one of hopeful- this morning by her family. Heart by lightning and Miss Jeanette Freer,
her condition was hopeless.
doctor
a
for
guards,
state
the
Gaines,
of
Noel
Murderous
A
Assailant Held at Extsouble is supposed to have been the
ness.
Yesterday
she died. The coneequence
killed.
instantly
years,
A
aged
was
ah
arresting him and placing him in the
cause of her death She evidenay
amining Trial to Answer in the
steps are to be taken to compel
that
is
rendered
persons
dozen
other
were
un
was
civilian,
though
a
house,
guard
died about midnight, as the corpse
Romura's Demands Insult Russia.
conseiou9, but quickly recovered.
filed yesterday. The amount of druggists to make prompt report of
Circuit Court.
t. Petersburg, Aug. 14—Baron Ko- was cold when found. She retired in
Webster
avenue
car
A
carrytrolley
damages
is placed at $to,000, and the all cases of dine% that come under
ruira's demands, both as to matter and seemingly good health.
ing nearly TOO passengers was struck
grounds for the damages is exceed- their observation.
Mrs. Hargrove was the daughter of
manner, have hurt the feelings of the
lightning.
by
Although
the
car
and
authority. Judge L. T. Lightfoot
ing
Russians. The government, the Zem- Capt. Dick Morey, and the widow of its occupants were unscathed, a panic DAMAGE SUIT TO FOLLOW
Looking After "Slippers In."
and
Taylor & Lucas. ds
the
Rev.
James
Hargrove, who died was
stvoists and even the revolutionists
precipitated among the passenRAILROAD ACCIDENT. The case was filed in the circuit
Southern Pacific has taken
The
are indignant. Prince tiolytzin said to several years ago. She was thirty- gers. Fourteen persons, almost all
meet the charge made scene
conic
steps
to
should
county,
and
court
of
this
nine
years
old. She leaves two chilthe press correepondent:
so
women,
them
were
injured,
nine
of
court.
that people were slipping
approaching
time
of
since
term
the
in
up
"Baron Korrtura is very insulting. dren besides many relative,. At the seriously that they had to be removed
Monday
freight train.s. Deputy
Texas
on
into
morning's
session
-of
potime
of
her
death
she was living with to a hospital.
He trtat* us as though Russia were
lice
put on all such
court
been
have
lasted
sheriffs
one
hour
and
a half.
Was Heavily Fined. s
Korea. Had Oyarna takCn Moscow her father on North Fifth street.
Many small boats were capsized in
with instructions to eject anyPeice,
trains
;Levy
a
north
town
Benton,
negro,
of
RCCVCP,
David
Sheriff
the terms could not be much harder.
the harbor. Five hundred immigrants was first dosed $30 and costs for
was here yesterday and stated that one found riding on them.
Using the Japanese language in his PARKER AND
were in danger for an hour or two striking hi a sweetheart, Sarah DabReports from lumber milt men
Wicker was still in jail there, and
Lee
SHEEHAN UNItE. when two barges on which they were
ctedentials instead of English or
this section say that the
throughout
ney.
for
would be likely to remain there
French ie plain insolence. The incident
broke away from the dock at Fees Islittle impression on
made
has
fever
the
that
said
officer
Ben
The
time.
Sailiefield,
some
coloreed, for strikof the unreadable credentials and the Form a Law Firm with Chief Justice land and were blown down the bay,
some of the
though
business,
their
ing and threatenting Mary Strick- judgments agaittst Wicker on old
Hatch as a Partner.
general behavior of the Japanese are
pitching and rolling in the heavy sea.
have sufOrleans
close
to
mills
New
aggrgeate
whisky
selling
band,
and
who
of
charges
says
Buffalo,
he
N. Y., Aug. 14.—It is un- Three tugs
was only "foolmean Asiatic tricks intended to humilgrapplue the barges and ing," was given
regulations
arbitrary
of
the
fered
from
the same amount. about $2,500. Wicker was only ariate a defeated enemy. This sect of derstood in legal circle, that New succeeded in holding them until the
against the shipthere
and
towns
here
lately.
here
rested
York
State
Supreme Court justice storm
The case of Will Overton, charged
thing may terminate the work of the
subsided.
ment of freight of any kind. The
'Russian pacificists and turn them in Edward Vie Hatch is about to resign
One death and three cases in prop- with breach of the peace, was partiCypress Asteociation has takSouthern
from
the
bench to enter a law firm to tratione
favor of continuing the war."
Will Sue igcs- Damages.
resulted from the heat, which ally heard and left open. He is
with Dr. White and
the
en
up
the czar's trusted adviser, the pow- be known as Parker, Sheehan & was intense, before the storme broke. charged with striking Ben Bingham, It is rumored at Benton that the the doctormatter
a letter es
written
has
Hatch,
the other members of the firm
an aged negro, with a soda pop bot- relatives of the late W. A. Bean, who
erful minister of finance, M. Kokoexpressed the opinion that it
151
such
be
being former Judge Alton B. Parke-r
tle, because Bingham presented a $20 was run ever and killed near Iola,
vtsoff, said tta the correspondent:
is almost impossible for lumber shipAnother Libel Suit
and Wm. F. Sheehan.
bill in payment for a drink. Bingham last week, are preparing to file a suit
U. S. Deputy Marshal G. W Saun- says he was knocked unconscious and for damages against the N., C. and ments to carry infected mosquitoes.
It had been understood since Judge
Would Continue War.
ders
yesterday served another notice when he recovered' $.4o had disap- St. L. railroad company. Me. Bean, However, all cars of lumber leaving
'We ehtcred upon the negotiations; Parker's defeat for the presidency
here now are being disinfected wih sul
while walking on the track, Was
only on account of the emperor's ad- that he would form a partnership of a libel suit against the steamer peared from 'his pocket.
phur, and ass-mance is given that none
Charleston
in
favor
of
Weakv
Bros.
&
miration for the American people and with Mr. Sheehan, as they had tacitly
The Iseman Bros., charged with struck by the northbound passenger of them is carrying away mosquitoes.
their president. Nobody, not even, made an arrangement of this kind Co., for $43. Maj. Saunders did not keeping saloon open on Sunday were train and instantly killed.
Witte, is for peace at any cost. Since contingent on Parker's defeat. The go to Mayfield last night as he intend- dismissed.
Still Sustain the Theory.
the battle of Mukden the size and effi- new firm, it is said, will begin opera- eel, on account of having to recapture
W. C. Stanford's trial was set for
County Court.
Evidence
of the soundness of the
the
Charleston,
which
away
fkated
ciency of our army in Manchuria have tions September 1.
next Friday. He was warranted on
Yesterday Judge Lightfoot held a
dnting the wind.
been trebled and transportation and
the charge of violating the Sabbath brief session of his county court. The mosquito theory continues to be made
provisioning arrangements have been
Negro Fined.
be keeping hie saloon open on Sun- will of Brutus Starr was admitted to public. The experience of Algiers is
cited. Three weeks ago there was *
Texas cotton crop is greatly bene- day.
In Justice Young's court yesterday
perfected. Why not utitire this splenprobate. He left his estate to (Belle death in the heart of the town of a tydid army to carry on the war? Still, if Fred Montgomery, of "Canaan," irs fited by recent good weather, and deThe race was continued reeerding Hamilton and made her administraBaron Komura had shown himself rea Mechaniesburg, was fined $is for crease in crop promises to be smaller C. Mitehell, for violating the Sabbath. itrix. Two appraisements were filed pical case of yellow fever. The case
-4
than predicted.
sonable an agreement might have re- whipping his wife.
jith Ingram, a witness, was late and 'and an over asisessment corrected.
(Continued on Page Four.),
,

HE CONFERENCE1
ntinues Its Work at Portsmouth, N. H.

J. MI WORTEN SUES
THE REGISTER SOME MORE

Another One of His Kind of Law Suits
Instituted Against the Paper In
Another County For Elden Stone.

any
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The Yellow Scourge Continues Without Change.

WANTS ONLY $5,000 THIS TIME
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RITEST THEORY EXTRA SESSION USELESSLY AFRAID

The Louisville
Evening Post--

Do You Want Jo Rent

ST. PAUL SPECIALIST WHO DIS IT IS NOW SAID PRESIDENT ANONYMOUS LETTER FRIGHTWILL NOT CALL CONGRESS
BELIEVES IN THE MISENS THE ERIE RAILROAD
An Independent Newspaper at the
TOGETHER
Rate of Only
QUITO IDEA.
OFFICIALS.
25e PER MONTH BY MAIL.
A department for everybody.
CONSULT THIS COMPANY. NO REAL ESTATE TRANSACTION
V:sits New Orleans to Test the Claim Until After the November Election They Take Unusual Precautions to FAIREST EDITORIALS,
OF ANY KIND TOO LARGE OR TOO SMALL TO BE HANDLED
BEST POLITICAL ARTICLES,
If He Calls It at
but
Gets the
Cold
Haul the President from ChauIN OUR PLACE. WE HAVE A THOROUGH EQUIPMENT; EXBEST MISCELLANY,
PERT INFORMATION AND PROMPT SERVICE. EITHER CALL,
BEST SHORT STORIES,
All.
Shoulder.
tauqua to Oyster Bay.
TELEPHONE, WIRE OR WRITE
BEST BOOK REVIEWS,
BEST CHILDREN'S PAPER,
e4 •
BEST HOME NEWS,
Oyster Bay, N. Y., Aug. 14.—NotNew. Orleans, Aug. 14.—Arsenic as
New York, Aug. I4.—That Erie rail BEST CONDENSED
4
NEWS,
at preventive of yellow fever will be withstanding the more or less definite road officials were alarmed for the BEST MARKET
REVIEWS,
given a thorough test by Dr. Reginald announcement which has emanated tafety of President Roosevelt on his BEST OF
MECHANICS' A_N_D FARMERS'SAVINGS BANK—REAL ESTATE
EVERYTHING.
F.. Leach, a St. Paul specialist. The ;tom various sources during the last way from Chautauqua to Jersey City,
DEPARTMENT
PRICE
BY
MAIL:
doctor, who for some time has been few months, congress may not be call- on Saturday, is shown by the fact
ONE
YEAR
$3.00
ed
into
extraordinary
sessicen,
next
No
taking arsenic pills, will tonight inva•
made known yesterday, that the pres$2.00
the most infeicted district of the city vember. Indeed, the indications are ident's car did not come over the main SIX MONTHS
THREE MONTHS
and allow himself to, be bitten by the now that no extraordinary session will
Insteal the. Chautauqua special
ONE MONTS
50c
stegomyia fasciata, the pest-bearing be held this year.
was broken in two at Suffern, N. Y.,
Sample copy if you_ wish.
.
This
statement
is
the
made
on
au- and the presidential party was brought
mosquito, and will then return, to his
Address CirculationDept.,
thority of President Roosevelei him- in by a round-about way, over the
hotel to await results
THE
EVENING POST,
self.
He
not
ha
deoided
the
question small branch roads.
Dr. Leach will make the experiment
Louisville, Ky.
on his own responsibility. He came definitely yet, and probably will not
Presiden Roosevel is said to have
litre some days ago and tried to in- reach a decision of it until he shall objected to the unusual precautions
Do you want a first class job by an
terest the New Orleans Medical socie- have returned to Washington the lat- taken, but acquiesced when positive
ty in the treatment, asking that a corn ter part of September. The chances orders from Preident Underwood, of
expert workman? If you do take
rrittee of that body be appointed to for an extraordinary session appear, the Erie, were shown him. These orIt to
conduct, the experiment and watch 'however, to be fading.
ders were issued as a result of a letStrong pressure is being brought to ter received by the Paterson police, create an estate in an hour that would
the test day by day. The members,
however, at a meeting voted against bear upon the president to induce him which said there was a plot to blow up
lending their countenance to the af- not to call an, extra session. So much the president's train, near Ridge- require a long life to earn otherwise,
fair, declaring their disbelief in Dr. interest has been manifested iii the sub wood, N. J.
by protecting his life in the Northject throughout the country that the
Leach's theory.
224 Broadway,
The Chautauqua special was stopped
Paducah, Ky.
president has received a large number at Suffern early Saturday morning. western. Mutual Lift, the best comDoctor Is Surprised.
"I wanted a physician Of conunittee of letters regarding it. Many senators There was a consultation over the telof physicians to cianducf this experi- and representatives have urged against el,hone, followed by a consultation of pany in America.
ment," said Dr. leach tonight. "Prom- an extra session.
riiilroad men, at which it was decided
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They point eut that practically noth- to send the president to SparichilE
inent citizens would gladly serve, but
a
the public would not have the same ing will be gained by an extra session small town on, the Hudson, three miles
faith in the result as it would if the Chat will begin not more than three below Nyack, by a little single-tracked
Genera) Manager.
committee was made up of prominent weeks before the opening of the regu- road, known as the Piermont branch,
physicians of the city. However, as lar long session and that it will cause and thence into Jersey City on the
they will not act, it is urged that I some inconvenience to many members Northern railroad, a branch having its
proceed with the testt and have lay- of congress in both branches. Taking terminus at Nyack.
men fill their places. I am surprised these things into consideration, the
President Roosevelt was awakened
that this reception should have been president hat reserved a definite decis- and told of the change in the schedule,
given me by the medical fraternity of ion of the matter, the chances, as as the officials did not like to take the
SEND YOUR ROUGH
DRY
New Orleans. I had expected a cor- noted, being that the session will not responsibility without his consent.
dial reception asd at least friendly be called.
The president, after some discussion, LAUNDRY TO THE PADUCAH
cc-opera tion."
said that he was "In the hands of the
Lodge's Visit Purely Personal.
SUPPLY
COMPANY,
Frie," and, while he had no fer of his TOILET
Senator Lodge, e4 Massachusetts, train being wrecked on the main line,
People Take Pellets.
A third or more of the New Orleans who returned Saturday from his Eu- he would do what the railroad men FOUR CENTS A POUND SPOTpeople are taking Dr. Leach's arseiric ropean trip, and was a guest of the, thought beet.
LESS WORK AND PROMPT DEpill- and they would like to have a president at Sagamore Hill, left SunSlow time was made over the Pierpractical test to show the virtue of day for New York, whence he expect- rnont branch and the Northern rail- LIVERY. OLD PHONE tars.
et: to go directly to his home at Na- road, and extra men guarded
the pellets.
every
If they will ward off the fever the hant, Mass.
part of both roads.
•
"My visit to the president at this
drug stores will not be able to supply
• la.
the demand for them.
time," said Senator Lodge,"was of no SEVERAL
FATAL
Of Padue-R,h, Kentucky,
significance whatever. It was purely
RAILROAD COLLISIONS.
a
personal
visit.,'
WARSHIPS GROW
Capital and Surplus $1/55,c000
Being a member e4 the senate com- Twelve Killed and
OBSOLETE RAPIDLY.
Many Wounded at
mittee on foreign relations, the senaKishmans, Ohio.
"The Old Reliable Barber," the
Several Must be Rebuilt to be Effect- tor, in his sojourn abroad, manifested
G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES.
"King
of Razors," has moved from ED P. NOBLE, PRES.
natural
a
interest
the
in
attitude
of Eu
ive Fighting Machines.
Cleveland, Aug. 14—Twelve perropean powers toward the United sons were killed, eight
408 Broadway to tog South Fourth
N.
W.
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found everywhere in tally injured and a score of
street
(red
front)
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wishes
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Washington, D. C., Ang. 14.—Two States.
banking
business.
Solicits your deposits. Pays 4
others
boards have been appointed by the Great Britain and France evidence of less seriously hurt in a collision be- come all his old friends and custom- per cent per
.•
annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in firs
Navy Department to pass upon the a particular cordial feeling, both in of- tween the fast eastbound Nickel Plate erg.
proof vault for rent at $3 to $ito per year u to shoe. You carry your own
present availidsi$ty of warships in ficial circles and among the people, passenger train and a freight at Kish;
.
the new navy. One boar!, wild con- for America; that peesident Roosevelt mans yesterday. The disaster it alkey and no one but yourself has access.
sider the hull and machinery; the oth- is held by -Europeans in general in leged to have been caused by a misDR. W. C. EUBANKS,
high
regard.
hope,
The
senator Lodge understanding of orders, the freight
er will examine the armor and arma(Homeopathist)
ment. It is proposed to ascertain said, was expressed everywhere that train crew failing to obey directions
the negotiations initiated by the pres- to take the siding at Kishenans
just how far American war vessels
and Office, 306 Broadway—Phone 130.
are obsolete and to what extent they ident for peace in the far East will be await the passenger train.
oseccessful, but he noted that the feelcan be improved by rebuilding.
Residence, 8ig Broadway.
Al! of the kilied except the enginDAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
Modern improvements in armor ing that peace would be the outcome eer and most of the injured were in
Phone toe
This fuie modern hotel is now open under a: new
plate and guns have already virtually of the present conference was not op- the smoking car, the great majority
retired some of the best vessels par- timistic.
being laborers employed by the
management for guests at the
ticipating in the Spanish-American
Standard Oil Company on their way
A LITTLE MERMAID'S FEAT.
war. The battleships Oregon, Texas.
from Fort Seneca to Brookfield. EnFAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Indiana and Massachusetts are now
gineer Poole was killed while trying
entirely outclassed by ships being Ten-Year-Old Girl Swam Mile in to reach the air brake. His fireman, The real estate agents, has Szysose
Very best accommodations at reasonable rates
completed and placed in commission.
Thirty-three Minutes.
Haefner, saved himself by jumping.
worth of city property for sale and
Even the Maine, Missouri, Kentucky,
farms; also three safes.
thirty-five
Boston, Aug. *lg.—Rose Pitoneff.
Alabama, Kear,arge, Wisconsin and
Kinsley, Kan, Aug. i4.—The secHouses for rent.
Illinois are not up-to-date fighting aged ten years, of this city, yesterday ond section of a westbound Atchison,
Dawson Springs, Kentucky:
Telephone, old. 1665.
whips. They have Harveyized armor swam a mile in Dorchester Bay in thir Topeka and Santa Fe oassenger train
plate, now being supplanted by the ty-three minutes. The child's per- crashed into the rear end of a freight
For Vaults, Monuments and General Cemetery Work Use
Krupp. They are superior to the formance, which was witnessed and train at Lewis early Sunday. Henry
Oregon, but still far behind those now recorded by competent judges, is be- Swartz, of Newton. Kan., fireman of
under construction.
lieved to be the best record ever made the passengen train, and a yaadman
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
The two boards now performing by a girl amateur swimmer in open named Steegle, were killed and EnPADUCAH. KY.
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
secret work are expected to determ- water .
gineer Ramsey of the passenger train
Practice.
General
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOSine just when a warship mtot be rewas seriously injured.
208-210 Fraternity Building.
built and when she should be broken
URE
AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not beA Deceitful Flower.
Bld'g, Mayfield Ky.
up for scrap iron.
Toluido, Aug. 14.—Two Wheeling Office also Park
GoldenTod shines on the prairies,
come dark and discolored.
It is the practice of the German au- N:aking golden fields for fairies;
and Wabash freight trains collided
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT : :
thorities to consider it necessary to Bright the blooms on verdant grasses. head-on near Fremont Sunday, and
rebuild a warship in fifteen years, and Where the summer zephyr passes,
Brakeman George Wells. of Norwalk,
in that way add ten years- to her life Like gold foam upon the ocean
and George Peek, of Toledo, were
of usefulness.
killed. Failure of the westbound
Bending with a gentle motion.,
SOLE AGENT, itlion TRIMB1.E ST., PADUCAH, KY.
DENTIST.
The explosion on the gunboat Ben- Nodding in the playful breezes—
train to get orders to stop at Clyde
nington has caused these naval boards List! and hark! for some one sneezes is claimied to be responsible.
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
to make haste in performing their du- Goldenrod's a gay deceiver,
Co., 3o6 Broadway.
ties. Officials and officers are now Bearing germs that cause hay fever.
WANAMAKE
R.
GUEST OF
greatly interested in the problem as
Democratic Speaking.
to when a warship becomes useless.
ORANGEMEN IN FIERCE RIOTS Booker T. Washington Dines With
(Incorporated.)
40
Former Cabinet Member.
The city candidates for the various
Londonderry. Ireland, Aug 14.—
General Cartage Business,
MISSING VALUABLES FOUND. fierce orange riots, the worst in many
offices to be voted for at. the demoSaratrwa,N. Y., Aug. t4.—Booker cratic primary Aug. at will speak at
years, occurred here yesterday on the
Office
Disappeared Mysteriously and Were occasion of the celebration
-FiOdi Superior Facilities for
ne and PNce. tier
o. i.ving-Tri—
of the re- T. Washington's appearance St
Returned Just as Mysteriously.
lief of Derry, which was successfully Sunday in great dining room of the invited to come out and hear them. Handling Freight, Machinery
2nd and Monroe'
besieged in 1689 by James II. A great United States hotel reaited-a mild sew- The speakings will occur at 8 o'clock
Househol
Goods.
d
Both 'Phones
Southbridge, Maso, Aug. 14.—Tile number of persons were
Washing- p. m. at the places and on the dates And
injured, but station among the diners.
tieasure box owned by Herman S. no deaths have ben
ton was the guest of John Varramak- below given;
reported.
Cheney, with contents intact, which
er, former po-trnaster general. and act
Fire station, corner Jones and
had been missing since February, has
ed as escort for Mks. Barclay Warbur- Tenth streets, August 15.
A Bribe.
heen returned as mysteriously as it.
ton, Mr. Wanamaker's daughter, while
Savage voting place, corner Six(Philadelphia Pros.)
disappeared.
iStinjay—Now, Miss Pechis, I've got MT. Wanamaker walked to rthe table teenth and Monroe, Augin.it 16.
The now famous box containing a box of candy here for
J. H. E. Roberts.
County court house, August 17.
you if—
$258,c00 of negothable and non-negoMarket house, August 18.
Miss Pechis—Oh, thank you, Mr.
tiable securities is cence again in the Stinjay; it's so kind of
City hall, August 19.
Not Guilty.
you— .
custody of Herman S. Cheney, at his
Come one, come ail, and bring your
.4
Stinjay--Hold on, a minute. I say I
(New York Times./
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam ,:Boilerresidence on Chestnut street, in South have got a box cif candy
Miss Oldmaid (purchasing music)— friends and hear what they have to
here for you
tridge. The box, containing $50,000 if you will promise to
Have you "Kissed Me in the Moon- say. Every citizen should be interbe my wife.
in cash and securities to the value of
ested in the affairs of the municipal
light 1"
about $25o,00o was stolen from his
Dopentitt—Why---er—no. It government of his city. Bring your
His Specialty.
Mat.
borne in February las. He had taken
wives and children; nothing will be Office Phone 369,
Grayce—Mr. Blinks is very popular must have been the other clerk.
Residence Phone 726
the box frim his security vault in lifIrt- with the girls.
said or done that will mar the tenderton and hidden it in his house while
est refinement of the hearers.
George—Knows how to make love,
Let Her Do It.
preparing a rclicidule of his property. I presume?
Take your wifey, ere she's roasted,
Mr. Cheney, who is reputed to be
No Heat Now
Crrayce—Not particularly. He knows
To the seaside for a spell;
worth $Roci,000, was once the largest how to make money.
But take this from one who's posted— To cause the fresh paint to blister.
holder of the stock of the American
Painting done now will stay painted
Don't you pick out the hotel.
'Optical company. Alarms were sent
;f we do the work.
roc a Week for The Register,
out stopping transfer of the securities.
Warren & Son, 114 North Sixth.
Shampooning, Bleaching, Dyeing,
Henry Marnmen, Jr.. the reliable
Dandruff cured by electrical treat- book manufacturer, Blank Books. Phone 541-A.
-Born, to the wife of Verny moo_ ments.
Body massage, Electrical Job and Edition binding. The only
We Write Anything in Insurance
For perfection and !rarity smoke
*is, 1119 Clay street, boy twins. One Hairdressing Parlors, 43r Jefferson exclusive book binder is Paducah
Phones: Office 385—Residence 1696
Office 306 Broadway
of the babies died soon after birth.
Elk Dream IOC Cigar.
Library work a specialty.
Iltreet- .
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CORDIAL INVITATION1

MOST GIGANTIC
The Most Complete Rubberl Tire Plant
In The City.

ADDRESSED TO WORKING GIRLS
REFERENDUM VOTE OPENS Mies Barrows Tells How Mrs. Pink.
hana's Advice Helps Working Girls
WAY TO NORWAY—SWE-

MANUFACTURERS OF TROLLEY
CARS PLANNING CONSOLI-

DATION.
Girls who work
are particularly
susceptible to female disorders, Light Hundred Representatives to
OutSays
Norwegian Cabinet Officer
especially those
Meet in Philadelphia Next
who are obliged
come Was Expected and Vote
to stand on their
Month.
feet from mornAverts War.
s
ing until night in
stores or factories.
—
Philadelphia, Aug. 14—Eight hun'Christiana, Aug. i4.—The national
Day in and day dred of the heads of the largest firms
out the girl Soils,
referendum on the dissolution of the
in the country engaged in the manu'union between Norway and Sweden, and she is often the bread-winner of
Whether she is Sick or facture of trolley cars have engaged
lhe1d today, was overwhelmingly for the family.
rooms in a local 'hotel for the eecond
whether
it rains
well,
diesiolution. Of 450,000 voters 320,000 must get to her place ofor shines, she
employment,
oeek
in'September for a convention
coat ballots, and estimates based on perform the duties exacted of her— that is looked forward to with deep
the retorns at this time show that smile and be agreeable.
interest by the business men as being
Among this class the symptoms of
one person in about 3,000 voted
io.f the
female
angeluses
are
early
manifest by the possible forerunner of one
against dissolution. There was great
recent
years
consolidations
of
greatest
weak and aching backs, pain in the
enthneiasan everywhere.
C. Mciaunton, superintendent of
and
K.
lower
limbs
lower
part
of
THE BUGGY SEASON IS ON. WE HAVE THE MOST COMthe
The two countries, through their stomach. In consequence of frequent the Westinghouse Electric company,
PLETE LINE IN THE CITY. OUR RUBBER-TIRE PLANT IS
respective parliaments, now are in a wetting of the feet, monthly periods
aod E. H. Gale, president of the GenUS
RE-RUBBER
YOUR
RUNNING NIGHT AND DAY. LET
position, as a result of the plebiscite become painful and irregular, and fre- eral Electric company of Schnectady,
WHEELS WITH THE BEST GRADE OF MORGAN & WRIGHT,
quently
there
are
faint
and
dizzy
having
spells,
storthing
Norwegian
—the
WE
N. Y., have,each engaged thirty rooms
TWO-WIRE RUBBER TIRES AT THE LOWEST PRICES.
voted several weeks ago to diswilve with loss of appetite, until life is 11 The 'National Air Brake company has
ALSO HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF HARNESS, SADDLES, BRIAll
of
burden.
these
symptoms
point
with
negotiago
on
union—to
I the
to a derangement of the female organ- thirty rooms and dozens of firms that
DLES AND, IN FACT, EVERYTHING IN HORSE AND MULE
tions concerning the conditions under ism which can be easily and promptly appear as competitive bidders in makJEWELRY,
BUGGIES, PHAETONS, SURRIES, RUN-ABOUTS AND
which Sweden is willing to see an in- cured by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegeta- ing the body of trolley cars are to be
SPRING-WAGONS
dependent government established for ble Compound.
apartments, in
DON'T FAIL TO CALL AND LOOK OVER OUR IMMENSE
. Miss Abby F. Barrows, Nelsonville, located in adjoining
the sister nation. '
engaging which demands have been
STOCK, AND GET OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU PURCHASE.
Co.,
Ohio,
tells
Athens
what
this
great
'An overwhelming vote was expectNO.
made that they- must adjoin those of
SALES ROOMS NO. 212 BROADWAY; WAREHOUSE
medicine did for her. She writes:
ed in favor of dissolution, the ques- Dear Mrs. Pinkbami—
some other firm.
MEYERS STREET; WAREHOUSE NO. 2, THIRD AND MONROE.
tion submitted to the Norwegian peo- , "I feel it my duty to tell you the good
Members of the J. G. Brill company
vegetable Ccisnpound
ple being stated as an isolated fact, Lydia B.Mkham's
Forifiar have dome for me. Before of this city, one of the largest manuBlood
and
and not as a link in the chain of con- I took them I was very nervous, had dull facturers of car bodies irs the world,
ditions set up by the special sonanit- hsedachsa_pains in back, and monthlies were decline to discuss consolidation ruThad been to several doctors, and
ter of the Swedish rikedag. The elec- Irregular,
mors, but it is an open secret that
they _did toe no
torate was to vote "yes" or "no" on
Idae
god.“yur
has made me well and members of this firm have held numerdo
most
any
kind
of
work
strong. I can
this propsition.
without complaint, and my periods are all ous conferences during the last six
"Do you favor a dissolution of the right.
months with representatives of other
Qie4
4 saa
'union with Sweden?"
•'l am in teeter health than I ever was, large car concerns, and that by absorb
ab
due
to
your
it
is
remedies.
I
know
I
and
Power.
Council In
your &drive and medicine to all ing works at St. Louis and ElizabethThe storthing, on June 7, passed massed
who suffer.”
port a beginning ha* at least been
resr4utions abrogating the union, setIt is to such girls that Mrs. Pink- made toward a general consolidation.
ting forth that King Oscar had de- ham holds out a helping hand and ex- Among other firms that have engaged
clared himself unable to eetzblisb a tends a cordial invitation to oorrespond more than ten rooms for their officers .1-4110.16fL"-HL"‘{-4Gif
+•6
-new government for the country. 'A with her. Her long record of success are the Blain-Scholtz company, the
woman's
ills
makes
her
treating
letIn
provincial government was set up in
ters of advice of untold value to every Lorain company, the Massachusetts
the resolutions, the power formerly ailing working girl, and from her wide
SOLE AGENT FOR
Chemical company, the Consolidated
0
vested in the king being placed in the experience and skill she quickly pointa
Car Heating csmpany, the Diff ManLUZERNE COAL.
hands of the members of the former the way to health. Her advice is free, ufacturing company, The
Standard
council of state, who previously had and all letters are held by her in
•
the strictest confidence. Address, MIS. Paint company and the Louisville Rail
resigned.
road company.
Louis and Tenessee River PackSt
Lynn,
Maas.
Pinkhain,
Following the resignation of the
et company—the cheapest and best
Swedish cabinet July as, when a comAUGUST DELIVERY.
AN ERROR CORRECTED.
excursien out of Paducah.
mittee ei the nia-daia reported ad- TEN MILLIONS
versely to the government bill conSPENT ALREADY Facts as to Why E. R. Eaton Was
cerning the Norway crisis, the SwedHere on the 3d.
ish parliament signified its willingness Upon Panama Canal and ConstrucLUMP
lie
to negotiate for a dissolution if the
tion Bonds are Near.
On the ad inst. a sensational suit
EGG
people of Norway declared in favor
lie
was filed in the circuit court here
14 --Inquiry against
Aug.
Washington,
of - through the referendum. But
Mr. E. R. Eaton, of Mt. VerNUT
lor
in the event of a dissolution of the among officials of the Isthmian Ca- non,
Ill., by one Mime Ethel May
union Sweden was to insist on the nal Comniesion elicits the fact that
Smith, of Metropolis, Ill., the daughfollowing terms:
nearly all of the Sto,000,000 appropri- ter of Capt. J. W Smith, the suit be4
Ii a
t. The establishment of a zone on ated by congress in isioa for the initi- ing fileel in the
•
name of T. H. Dale, and
d table;
gto
rf
oPd of Pleawsrt.emakei
each isle of the frontier separating ation of the canal work has been
as her next friend. In the publicathe kingdom, within which the exist- spent. It will soon be necessary for
Boats leave each
etc.
rooms,
good
tion of the suit that appeared in this
ing fortifications *hall be razed and the Secretary of the Treasury to bepaper, on August 3 last, it was stated Wednesday and Saturday at s p.
new fortifications may not be erect- gin the issuance of bonds for the carthat Mr. Eaton W29 here for the pur- For other information apply to Jas.
ed.
rying on of the construction. Sup- pose of compromising that wit. Mr.
Frank
K.oger, Superintendent;
1. The right NI, pasturing reindeer plies have been purchased in immense
Eaton is now here, and says that the
belonging to Swedish Laplanders in auantities during the last year. The
Brown,
lk
'mat
above- statement is a mistake. He
North Norway.
perchasd of two ships alone cost Si,- says that while here for a short time
a. That the transit trade through 300o000.
on his way to Dawson Springs to
both esitintries shall be secured against
recuperate from a spell of fever he
unjustifiable obstriectkin.
BOYCOTT BECOMING
was much surprised to be served with
4- That the status of Sweden in rePOLITICAL. a ,sotntnons in the snit of Miss Ethel
spect es foreign powere as estabHighest price paid for second-hand
lished by treaty shall be dearly de- Soo-Chow Reports Antiforeigri Out- Mhy Smith against him. He says he
had never heard of any grievance on
fined so that Sweden shall be combreak is Feared.
the
part of Miss Smith before that
pletely freed from responsibility for
time, and that 'he was not here for
Norway to other states.
Shanghai, 'Aug. 14.—Soo Chow resuch
t Athough it had voted the union die- ports that the anti-American boycott the purpose of ccmipromising
*bleed the storthing, on July 28, vot- is ass/inning a political character. An alit, and had no thought of doing so.
everything
He say, he will be able to answer Buy anything and sell
ed for the referendum, on the sole anti-foreign outbreak is feared.
Miss
in
allegations
set
out
z31111
the
phone
Old
218-220 C01111 at.
ground that it would enable foreign
Only the Northern Chinese author- Smith's petition at the proper time
nations to understand fully the real ities are sternly repressing the moveand place.
standpoint of the Norwegian people. ment.
The Viceroy of Nanking apMr. Eaton says that while here the
action
of
the Swedish parently is undecided what steps to
ahlweigh the
other day, when it was stated that he
rikediag only a day or two before may
take.
vita here for the purpose of comprohave been influential with the NorMoving wagon in connection.
Soo Chow has a population of 1,- mising said suit, he Was in consultawegian ',statesmen.
000,000, and is situated in the most tion with his attorney with reference
Norway for Peace.
populous district of China, tae miles to the libel proceedings against the
"The result surpasses the most sanGeo. W. Oliver. PADOCAll REAL ESTAT-t. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARMS. EAS1P
W. Mike Oliver.
southeast of Nanking.
steamer Charleston. The Eaton LumIguine expectations," said one of the
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
Paducah, Ky.
Benton, Ky.
ber Conioany, of Which Mr. Eaton is
cabinet members. "The next official
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
Thos B. McGregory,
A GOLF COURSE.
a member, and Capt. J. R. Smith,
steps will be taken after the storthing
Benton, Ky.
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR ET.
father of Miss Ethel May. were ownmeets on Aug. 21, when the result of
Links May be Laid Off at Wallace ers of the steamer Charleston, and
the plebiecite will be communicated
EDG A R W. WEITTEMOR.E. Paducah. Mo.
Park, it is Said.
the Eaton Lumber Company, on the
to Sweden through the Swedish cabscl of August, filed libel proceedings
inet and riksidag. The storthing will
It is understood that there is a and tied up said boat at this point for
repeat the request that the riksdag
movement on foot to lay out a golf the purpose of obtaining a sale theredeclare the riksekt inoperative and course at Wallace
Park as soon as of and enforcing the collection of a
the union dissolved. The storthing
the encampment is over. Although debt owing to the Eaton Lumber
alse gasil express a willingness to negolf has never been played in Padu- Company by the steamer Charleston. OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
goeate concerning,
cah, there are many devotees of the
Mr. Eaton says that the charges
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
sport here, among the young men made by Mies- Smith in 'her sent are
POST-OFFICE DISCONTINUED. and young ladies, who have attended
Room Ha Fraternity Building.
absolutely untrue; that at the proper
New Phone "4.
Old Phone 3o3.
the eastern colleges, where the game
Epperson no Longer One of Uncle is played extensively'. It ie thought time he will show why Miss Smith
was discharged by him. He says that
Sam's Mail Depositories.
that when the links are completed a certainly no personal grievance could
I have the facilities for installing a complete steam or hot
club house will be erected nearby for have inspires, the filing of such a suit.
s The Epperson post-office has been the convenience of the players.
water plant in your store or home so why not let me make
s'discontinued, Postereaseer j. W. TroutVOLCANO FOUND IN NEVADA. OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN .
you an estimate on what it will cost to have it done in the right
man, having received notice Monday
GIFT FOR CATHEDRAL.
frprn the Postmaster General. EpPhone 196. acio1
/
2 Broadway,
way. Material and workmanship guaranteed first class.
person is in this county, near the Donor Provides for Completion of Is in Active Operation, Threwing Out
PADUCAH, KY.
Lava and Rocks.
Benton road. It was one of the oldKentucky Church.
Dry Hot Air Baths given when inest in the country.
Cincinnati, Aug. ta.—A donation
Reno, Nev., Aug 14.—A" volcano dicated.
The rural delivery route No. 3. of Stoo,000 fpr the completion of the
which goes out by Epperson to the Roman Catholic Cathedral at Cov- throwing off molten lava and in accounty line and back the Cals^ert City ington, Ky., was announced Sunday tive operation hag been discovered
McClure.
road to Paduch, enraree with it the by Archbietwsp Mat% of that city. in Nevada, by Messrs.
cattlemen of
Wtheeler
and
Seamier!,
territory that section supplied by the The cathedral has been in course of
Epperson post-office, hence for the construction since 1894, a total of Love Lock.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
The volcano it located in Rye
lack of patronage the post-office is $300,000 having beets expended on it.
Although
Humboldt
county.
Patch,
cut out.
TELEPHONES
Nicholas Walsh, of Cincinnati, is said
The creation of the rural route sys- to have made the gift, but the name that section has been traversed for
found.
been
years,
the
just
crater
Itze
Residence 296
Office ass
tem has caused many post-offiees of the donor was not announced offiThe men were in search of cattle
throughout the country to be discon- daily.
' when they came upon the stream of
TQ USE THE NEW PHONE WHEN TELEPHONING TO THE
tinued.
CAMP.
, • ss
losource,
ALDEN
W.
lava, and tracing it to its
BARKLEY,
Mayfield Pastor Resigns.
cated the volcano. The rocks for
The Third-Street Work. _ •"
Elder Roger L. Clark, pastor of the 'some distance around were so hot
f
Attorney-at-Law;
Christian chorch at Mayfield, ten- that they could not touch them with'
WE HAVE MADE SPECIAL A RRANGEMENTS TO HANDLE
The construction work on South dered' his resignation Sunday, much their
bare hands. Distinct rumblings
Room NO. s. Columbia Building
ALL CAMP CALLS PROMPTLY.jaalkommisiougaINtigaihrai
Third street is progressing rapidly. to the surprise of the congregation accompany the
•if
flow of lava.
s If the weather remains favorable the and members of his church. The reswork will be finished earlier than ex- ignation is to take effect October rst.
Will Meet Wednesday.
pected. Three block§ are already It is understood that he has a call
The Boatel of Public Works will
bricked. and the fourth one to Kant- from Salt Lake City, Utah. He ha% meet Wednesday afternoon at 4
leiters is almost completed. The side- been in Mayfield for several years, o'clock to attend to many important
THE REGISTER, 10 CENTS PER WEEK.
walk is also being pushed along. ,
Phone, 136-Ted.
and .married there.
f
business matters before the board.
DEN DIVORCE.

ACTION
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:STATE
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THE REGISTER BOARD

OF HEALTH TA-11K-10FIGHT IS ON'

Bounced at Joint Council Reduction Mea
sures Must
Meeting Last Night.
Perish In House.
SF-R-SION CALLED TO
"STAND PATTERS" SAY
SETTLE A DISPUTE.
THIS IS THEIR FATE.
Cairo Has Raised Question as to Who
Dalzell Is Tipped to Succeed
HernenHad Power Here to Sign
way at the Head of the ApproHealth Certificates.
priation Committee.
•

Chid Paducah.

PUBLISHED BY THE
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CA:10.
.
(Incorporated)
At Register Building, 523 Broadway.

ANOTHER MEETING
FOR FRIDAY NIGHT.

THE ORGANIZATION
IS PERFECTED.

Vin
We have just opened an upto-date and well stockedfha
rdware department for our establis
hment, and are carrying —al
m'-am—Math
stock recognized as one of
the finest in the state. It
includes:
Stoves, Base Burners, Cuttle
ry, Tinware, Woodenware,"Gr
aniteware, Carpenter and Br
ick-mason Tools.Wire Nai
ls, Builders'
Hardware, and in fact a lin
e of goods equal to that car
ried by the
leading houses of the coun
try.
Being buyers in large
quantities, and on a basis
with leadinghouses, we are in positi
on to give the best for th
e least money.
Dont buy before calling an
d seeing our varied stock.

A joint meeting of the council
and
Washington, Aug. I4.—The tarif
aldermen occurred last night in
f
re- fight is on. The stand-patters are
tak
spoons& to a ball made by Mayor
Yel- ing no chances but are organizi
ser yesterday afternoon after
ng
receiv- their forces to prevent any tarif
f leging the following telegram:
islation at the coming session of
conCairo,
Aug. 14, 1905.
gress. By the time congress conEntered at the postoffice of Paclu- May
or Paducah, Ky.:
venes•the high tariff men will
tah, Ky., as second-class mall matter.
have
Illinois state board of health
is ad- perfected a splendid organization
. with
v'aied by Kentucky state boar
d of which to fight the tariff reform mov
Terms to Subscribers.
health certificates issued in
ePaducah merit.
IC.ne Year
are official only when signed
by Drs.
Eix Months
The plan is to squelch tariff legisla2.5o Stewart or Graves.
tion in the house of representati
Three Months
1.25
ves.
"GEO. THOS. PALMER,
One Week
The stand-patters do not care to trus
ro
t
"Assistant Secretary."
their old-time dodge by having
tariff
Mayor Yeiser was elected'
tempor- legislation killed in the sena
Anyone failing to receive this pape
te. The
r ary chairman and took the chai
r. He word has gone out that tariff refo
regularly should report the matter to
stated the object of the meet
ing was bills must be killed in the hous rm
The Register office at once. Tele
e in
-, to settle the discord, strife
and trou- committe, if positble.
phone Cumberland 318.
ble that appeatsed to prevail
between
It Is part of the program that the
President of the Board of
Health new committees of the house
Pendley and City Health
of repOfficer W. resentatives flail be made
.ssa' • .
(Concluded From Page One.)
up with the
T. Graves regarding who
had
the
au- view to suppressing tariff reductio
r• Weal*
thority to issue health certi
n
ficates.
bills. Speaker Cannon is the Gibr
al- had been promptly reported
After an address and iopinion
and all
s from ter on whom the high protecti
on lead- modern precautions take
Dr. A. T. McCormack, assi
n. Enough
stant secre- ers are relying. They believe
that the time has passed to have perm
tary of the state board of
itted inhealth, of speaker has the power to
Tuesday Morning, Aug. 15, 1905.
defeat bills fected mosquitoes to spre
Fowling Green, and other phys
ad
the
infecaim
icia
ed
ns,
at
the
present schedules.
on motion of Alderman
tion from that house, but a hous
A. W. Greif,
e to
In
this
trae
rgen
cy
the
speaker is house canvass shows that
the members by a vote of 17
there is not
to 3 de- proving true to his high prot
It is announced from Washington clared that
ection another case in the town,
there was no board of ideals.
which has a
He is standing like a stone populati
that the "stand patters" have deci
heal
th
in
Pad
on of 20,000 and 19 a part of
uca
h.
ded
wall against any tinkering with
the New Orleans.
Then, by a vote of 17 to
that all the efforts to call the tarif
4, a meet- tariff. In the past be never
f ing
has hesiwas called for Friday
The federal authorities have beg
question up before the corning
night at tated to use the machinery at
un
con- which time the
Ira com- a root-to-room inspection of
records of the meeting mand to carry
the whok
gress must and shall be defeated with
out
his
idea
s of legis- city. That has already
- at which the present board
been done in
was elect- lation.
out any parleying by the house.
the originally infected area
In ed shall be read and the city solicitor
but it is
It is said that in the formatio
other words the majority within that is instructed to produce
n of now being done in every war
the law per- the new committee Joh
d and it
n Derizell, of is expected to turn up
taining to said hoard and
body is going to be told to sque
every concealed
a decision as Pennsylvania, will succ
lch to
eed
James E. case of fever that exists.
whether the election of the
any and all disposition to disc
board Hernenway atkthe head of the
uss the was lega or
approl
not. The statute pre- priations
tariff in the house either by the
committee. There has been
min- scribes that with a city of
Examining Coast Towne.
over !novo no authoritative announcem
ority or the few republican tarif
ent to this
Mobile, Ala., Aug. 14.—Dr.
f- population there shall be six members effect, but the
W. II.
protection interests are Sanders, state
elects* on the board of
ites even if a gag rule has to
health officer,. and Dr.
health by the demanding that be be appo
be reinted. Dal- Chas. A. Mohr, secr
council. Two are to hold
sorted to. But the advocates
etary, left this
one year, ztil is the principal high prie
of tariff two hold
st of pro- morning for a thorough
two
year
s
and
two hold three tection in congresa
will not be so easily squelched
and complete
He is the spec- examination of the
as the years.
coast towns along
ial congressional champion of
'stand patters" seem to think.
If the present board is decl
a° high the Louisville & Naelniil
There
e railroad.
ared le- tariff, and he has beers kept
will be a discussion of the tarif
in office The purpose of their visit
f at the gal the old board will be re-elected, as many years
is to ascerbeca
use
of
the
last
good he tain exactly the existing
coming congress in spite of the
night's meeting was only
conditions in
baras a is capable of achieving for this
committee meeting and does
pro- each town. After making the
ons and their hirelings. Of
not
mea
tect
inspecn
ed "barons." If be should have tion
this the final actiOn.
it is more than probable a
The main object was to his way
people can rest asured.
decisthe
tarif
f would be raised a ion will be reac
determine who had the auth
hed with reference to
ority to few more points all around.
issue health certificates
Dalz
ell the raising of quarantines
, and as
The ecolsst between Senator Car- mai
against
ns at present City Health it re- and Cannon have not trained together. them.
Offi
At
cer
time
snack and ex-Gov. Bob Taylor,
s
ther
e
has
been
Grav
an
appa
es and County Health Offi
rent
of
cer Dr. coldness between them, but
Tennessee, over the senatorial succ
Cannon THE FURY OF A
es- P. H. Stewart are the only physicians has always
respected Dalzell for his
sion has reached an intereating ?stage. who can i.-sue an official certificat
MADDENED WOMAN.
ability.
e.
The
ques
tion
One strong county has ordered
was
brou
ght
up
as
to
The
scheme of the high tariff men Twice
a psi- whether Dr.
Assaulted Man With Pistols
Pendley, as county phy- is to get cont
Teary between the two candidat
rol of the committee on
es and sician and president of
and Once With Knife.
the
boar
way
d
of
s
the members of the legislature will
and means and the connnitt
ee
be health, would be disqualified to hold on
appropriations—the committe
Instructed to vote for the one
both
Rushville, Ind., Aug. Ia.—
offic
es,
e
and
City Solicitor James that raises
on
Followthe revenue and the com- ing the trag
Campbell, Jr., decided that
whom the choice falls. The
ui death of Norman Cook,
they were mittee that spends it.
primary 1Ilco
If Dalzell's ap- a farm hands at the home
m patible
was induced by friends of Tayl
of Wesley
pointment is secured both com
or,
Mayor Yeiser announced
mitte s Burkhert seven miles south of hese
that he will be in, the hands of
,
who has been asking for a state
the friends of Mrs. Ann Burkhert, wife of
pri- had informed Dr. Pendlet that
Wesley
in his high protection. Chairman
mary, and it is said other coun
opin
ion
Burk
Sir-repo E.
hert, was arrested and lodged
the health officer INZS the only
ties
in
Payne, of the wars and mean
person legalized to issu
which favor him will follow suit
t; com- jail here. By her own statements the
e a health cer- mittee, is a stan
to an
dpatt
er
tific
wom
of
ate.
an shot at Cook seven 'times,
the most
The mayor also stated
extent that will make a state prim
five
that pronounced type.
ary h.. had a
allots taking effect. She then
talk with Dr. Palmer, aasistvec4s,sary.
inflicted
In
gra
preliminary skirmishes prior a deep gash
ant secretary of the Cair
across the back of his
o board of to the meeting of
congress the stand- neck with a knife. Coo
health, and that the Cairo
Georgia has decided to increase
k died three
phys
icia
patt
n
ers
undoubtedly are scoring. If hours after
the spoke regardin
the shooting without reg the persons on the they
liquor license of the state fro
succ
eed
in
getting the house or-, gaining consciousnes
m $.20o steamer Hoxie being gran
s, except to call
ted health ganized as they desi
to $500. This will not only give
re, they will have for a drink of water.
the certificates Sunday.
no
fear
s
of
the
tarif
f reform wave.
state about jaciosioo more revenue
Dr. Pendley, who issued
Mrs. Ourkhert says she went to an
but
them, stated that he issued them on
upst
airs room shortly after dark and
will cut out many of the dogg
being told
RESPECTED LADY
erels by thos
that she found Cook in the roo
DIES.
e on board the boat that they
which are to be found in the
m.
state in had not been in -the
Cook had formerly worked on their
yellow fever dis- Mrs. Eliza Rice
spite of its very good laws
Expired Yesterday farm, and the woman
governing tricts, but had left Mississi
knew him. It
ppi thirty
After a Brief Illness.
saloons. The states are rapi
is intimated he insulted her.
dly find- days and as they ali appeared in a
She
health
ing out that high license is the
rushed down stairs, she said, got
a
Miss Eliza Rice, aged 50 year
best suin condition he saw no harm in iss,
thir
died
g
ty-two caliber revolver and allot
certificates. Dr. Pendley says yesterda
safeguard as to saloons, and
y afternoon about 2 o'cl
many of he did not
ock at him four tirne3, all shots taking efknow at the thne that the at the hom
them are doing as Georgia
e of her sister, Mrs. Sim
hais just boat had been refused
•
p- fect. One bullet entered his stomach,
perm
ission to son, to5o Harrison street,
clone.
after a lin- two in 'his right side, one in
land in Cairo.
his rig4ft
gering illness of two mon
ths of fever. hand and one in his right leg.
Dr. McCormack said that he
The
did not She was born in Virginia
The peace conference at
and 'has husband heard the shots and
Ports- believe in. health certificates
took
live
but
the
d
did
23
year
s in Paducah. The de- revolver
mouth, N.. H., has reached
away from the woman. She
the wind- believe in a person when traveling in ceased was
a
daug
hter
of the late got arroilher revolver and
jaming stage. It seems now
that both quarantine districts., should be pro- Azaria Rice, and
shot at
leaves four sisters, Cook three times mor
vided with a record of whe
delegations are playing for time or
e and the husre
and
they had
three brothers, as follows:
are been for the
Mrs band took that revolver away from
past five days, as yellow Simpson,
disposed to bluff one another.
of the city; Mrs. George her.
There- fever always shows,
While the husband went to the
in
that
tittle.
Bascoe, of Princeton; Mrs
fore any kind of opinion as
to the terDr. McCormack declared in
. Stafford barn to hide the revolver the woman
and
his
opin
Mrs
.
P. M. Bukey; Messrs, Jim says
nination_of the conference is as goo ion that Paducah
he slashed the dying man
should not quaran, Rice, of Kutt
d
awa; George Rice, of across the
tine, but do as Bowling Gre
as the next one. The result
neck.
apparenten did in Princeton, and Rohiert
Rice, of Hav1878, open wide the door
The neighbors who were called
ly is all gueas, though Russ
s and invite er Hill, Mo. The
ia is more the refugees
body will be ship- sent for the coroner,
to come and live and Po- ped to
and he in turn,
clearly on the anxious seat than
Princeton axlpy at Iwo.
Japan tate with us.
after trying to save the wounded
Other than the above no
man's life, summoned Sheriff BainThe vote of the Norwegian
mention
An Infant Dies.
s Sun- was made of the
.
brid
ge from Rushville, who took the
city
esta
blishing a
my for a dissolution of the
union with quarantine, but at the
woman into custody.
adj
our
s
nme
nt
The
of
infa
nt daughter of Mr. and
Sweden was practically so
near unani- the joint body Mayor Yeiscr said that IVIks.
Claude C. Baker, tito Monroe
mous that it is not putting
e should certainly decl
SUICIDE OF AGED WOMAN.
are a quaran- street, died at 8:3o
it too
&clock last night,
tine.
strong to say it was unan
after a short illness. The buri
imous. HisPersons desiring health
al will Hanged Herself at Home in Was
tory perhaps shows no othe
certificates take place at eolo o'cl
hr question can get them at
ock this mornington County, Ky.
I)r.
Grav
es'
ing
of state wherein the vote
offi
ce
at
Oak
Grov
e
ceme
tery.
was so one- without any charge.
sided as the vote in ques
Springfield, Ky., Aug. 14. -Mrs.
tion. It is
Fell Beneath a Train.
now up to Sweden to
Tli•ymas Lowboy committed suiRcide
Accidentally Shot.
give NcIrrway
M.
Sterling, Ky., Aug. 14.—Jerry
The three-year-old son
the divorce wanted or
by hanging herself at her home in
of Mr. Cun- McIntosh, aged
there will be a ningham, of
thirty-five, cdndirctor this county, near Pulliam,
Thirteenth and Monroe on
about foura
Lexi
ngton and Eastern' freight teen mile
streets), was accidentally
s north of here. She was
shot in tbe train, fell under
the ears at Athol, seventy-live years old and
arse yesterday by Mr. Robe
was 'highrtson, who Breathitt county,
Coroner Crow Ill.
and was so badly ly respected. She and
lives just across the street.
•
her litiehand
M. Rob- injured that deat
h
ertson was shooting at a
resulted in a few had been married over fifty year
Coroner J. F. Crow was
chicken with hours.
s and
taken ill a 22-cal4er rifle and
had reared a large family, all of whom
yesterday morning, and
the ball glanced
has
sinc
e and struck the child. The
•
are married and away from home.
been confined to his
injury was
bed.
A Death at Mame.
She hanged herself upstairs by tying
ble seems to be his ailm Lung trou- only a slight flesh wound.
Archie Hines, aged 13 years, son of
ent, and for
a while his condition was
Mk. L. S. Hines, of Maaeac, this a rape around a rafter and swinging
som
ewh
at
Rev
.
W. H. Pinkerton will return
off a bed. When 'her husband realarming to his family.
county, died Senday of peritoni
'His son, Mr. to Benton
tis. Owned from Iii, labor lie found 'her
today to resume the revival
Charles Grow, is acting
The
burial took place Monday. The hanging
coroner,
he is conducting there.
with 'her feet a few inches
father is dangerously ill of cancer.
from the floor.
JAMES E. WILHELM, President
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHELM. Secretary.
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NEW HARDWARE HOUSE
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U. Rehkopt Saddlery Co.,

109 South 2nd Street,

IN NEW ORLEANS
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Paducah, Kentuc

Padu
Cairc

Daily Store News From

Cairc
played
Cairo c
tios.&s-

611111111[S.

Vince
-eels WI
from,
asoned
of each
surranai

This space will advertise
daily bargains. Look
it over before you start
shopping.

Vincenr
Princet(
Reuel
Csrrnes
The
was:

TODAY
Lot of Crash for Towels, wort
h 754c per yard for
Lot of pure Linen Crash, soft
finish, worth toe per
for
••••••

O
•

,••••-•••

Lot of Bleached
for

•

Russian
•

Crash, worth

•

•

z Lot of Towels, 111134 inches. wort
h isc, for
Lot of Fringed Cotton Huck Towels,
in., worth toe, for

5c
yard,

.6 1-2c

tot per yard.
•••7

•

iVincenn
Paducah
Batter
Carnes ;

••

.1 • ••.
•

I Lot of Hand Woven Russian
Crash, worth
for

zsc per

Padua
,‘...airo in
droyped
arneed.
kept the
a tfge
put out .
fling for
finished
3- he sun

1 2e

yard,

12 1-2c
.....-••••10c

extra

IFfadi
rain.
Vine
game.)
tVinc
game.)

heavy, 1131.40

Sr

1 Lot of Pure Linen Towels, knotted frin
ge, in white and color
ed borders, size 447.23 in., wort
h 35c, for

Paducah
Cairo .
Batter
Lane an

15c

Lot of Bath Towels, size 44224 in.,
for
z Lot Huck Towels, size 36118 in.,
worth zaaic, now

25c
9c

The it
Vincenn
Tbe for
for 113 (

Special prices On
Jill Cable Linens.

Vincenn,
Princeto
Batter
Seeker

L.611-HRIL & CO
The Old Reliable

St. Bernard Mining Co.,
Ha
s REDUCED THE PRICE OF
COAL to:
NUT,
10c.
LUMP,
11c.
Now is the time to have your coal
house filled.
We have the best coal in the city.
City Office 123 South First Street.
BOTH PHONES.

4

The l
right fr
east. Mis
game al
was pis]
day afte
by the J
Plock d
'A. L.'s,
New Mt
against
eight sa
the garr
ceived e
except
sip agai,
robbed

•

,Fa
La

J. T. Bishop, M'gr.
•
•

ARE WALKING OFF
re de-MO-till
Jranlders'
7 the

leadoney.

Vincennes Tnkes Two More
From Infants.

pire of New Madrid, who was one of
New Madrid's- pitchers. Douglas, who
pitched for the L. A. L.'s on the trip,
was taken to Vincennes with the Paducah team by Manager Lloyd.

emonsamr-

soh, and this year will see the end of
the Kitty league, says a Terre Haute
special. A number of base ball capitalists are bade of the scheme to organize an eight club league composed
of Vincennes, Princeton, Washington,
Jasper, Tell City, Evansville and
Mount Vernon, Ind., and Mount Carmel, Ill., with a salary limit between
$600 aid $800 and a strict adherence
to the limit.—Vincennes Commercial.

quite stiff during its continuanc
e.
Lastsnight Was Clear, and today may
be the same way, though showe
rs are
predicted as probable.
—The work of cleaning the streets
of the city continues. Yesterday
a
goodlized force went to work to
clear/ away the weeds from
sidewalks and alleys, 'and the appea
rance
of the city will soon be great
ly improved from this work. If the
gutters were only flushed with more
fre- SHIPPING FARES
quency the conditiion of the
city
WORST OF ALL.
would be almost faultless. The stagnant pools in the gutters about the
city are decidedly more menacing
to Several Steam
ers Torn From Their
health than the weeds.
Moorings and Sent Flying To-

ALMOST A STORM

+.3÷:4444 1 1 1 I I l

:
1. Most
Famous Won Two.
The Famous and Centrals played a
game Sunday morning, the former
winning by the scare of 13 to II.
The
game lasted thirteen innings. The
I
THE INFANTS LOST
batteries were: Brown and Smith
for
EIGHT STRAIGHT GAMES. the Famous, Sutherland and Gourieux
At the meeting of the Kitty League
for the 'Centrals. In the afternoon
the directors Sunday at Cairo, it was
deFamous beat the 19o5's by the score
cided to continue playing bawl until
of 9 to 4. Batteries—For Famo
us, the end of t,be season, provi
The Tadpoles and Indiana Didn't Play
ded cold
Dicke and Smith; fur loos's, Arnol
d weather doesNnot set in before then.
Yesterday at Cairo on Acount
and E. Hart.
The season ends 'September 20. Cairo
of Rain.
We carry an extensive assortwanted to disband, claiming the
Back to the Brewery.
ment of most fragrant perfumes
quara
ntine
had
affect
ed
ward
the
atten
Illino
The crack boy team of the city,
dis.
—both American and foreign—
the ance there, and 'believing the
league
Belvederes, met their Waterkion Sunassor
tments which include the
would
LAND REPORTED SOLD,
quit had sold Lemon and Bittday afternoon at the hands of "Sout
newest and daintiest perfumes
h rolff to Decatur, Ill., of the
Three-I
SANDBOAT CAUGHT
BUT REPORT DOUBTED, Paducahs," a new organization. The
as well as all the old favorite
League. Princeton didn't know what
score was It to to. Batteries—
LAST
NIG
odors. Prices always reasonHT
THE REGIMENT
For to do, but on a vote being taken
IN
WAV
ES
AND
SUNK.
all
"South Paducah," Katterjohn
able, never excessive.
and
BROKE CAMP AND LEFT
Burnham; for Belvederes, Bagby and favored playing the season out but
How They Stand.
Cairo
.
As
the
major
ity rules, Cairo
FOR HOME.
W. IL Pet: Sheppard.
will continue and is in the market
The heavy gale of wind and rain
4,, Vincennes
16 8 .667
that
for a catcher.
came up suddenly yesterday aftPaducah .....
Country Teams.
.14 9 .609
ernoon shortly after
The Reidland and Lone Oak teams
4 o'clock played
Cairo
, II 12 -477
Thursday the First Regiment, Whic havoc generally
,4
h
around town 'and esplaye
d
Princeton
Satur
day
afternoon in the
6 18 .226
pecially about the river front. Shade
Druggist
Is Made Up of Louisvillians,
county, the former winning by the
trees
were blown down in countless
Sixth
score
and
of
3
to
I.
Broadway
Batteries—For ReidYesterday's Results.
Comes to Camp Yeiser.
numbers, and signs rattled about live(Paducah-Cairo game postponed; land, Phelps and Phelps; for Lone
ly.
TELEPHONE 63.
Oak, Munroe and Munroe.
rain.
MT. James Augustus, the
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Nut
;10c bu.
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Mr. Charles Carney, of this city, is terday en route to Memphis to lay
registered at the Palmer.
MALT AND HOPS, THAT'S WHY. IT STRENGTHAttorney Ralph Stanfield, of May- visiting 'his sister, Mrs. Jack Gardner, up for higher water. This makes the
ENS AND BUILDS UP. IT'S A TONIC, AS WELL
in New Albany, Ind. It is reported last of Lee boats to turn in, the othe
field, was in the city yesterday, en
AS THE MOST REFRESHING DRINK THAT EVER
that a few days since While rehears- ers having preceded this one by sevPrescriptions called for and deliv- route from Aturray.
ing with Al Field's minstrels in Co- eral days.
PASSED THE PORTALS OF YOUR LIPS.
ered to any part of the city.
Mr. R. D. Wilson has gone to Ben- lumbus, 0., Mr. Carney lost
The Castalia is up the Tennessee
his vdice
ton to spend several day-s.
Phones No. iflo.
completely and had to give up the un- after ties.
Mr. J. K. Wilson left this morning dertaking. He 'had been offered a poCor. 4th and Broadway,
The Henrietta is undergoing refor Morganfield and surr6unding sition as a singer with Mir.
pairs up near Island creek.
PADUCAH,
KENTtfC.KY.
towns on a drumming trip.
The Harth is looked for from CaMa-. Harry Hanks and sister went
—
Sam Crossland, of Mayfield, was in to Dixon Springs yesterday for a two styville with a tow of coal.
the city Monday en route to Wick- weeks' sojourn. Today Mr. and Mrs.
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
The Peters Lee is on the ways at
liffe to attend circuit •court.
Andy Bauer and Miss Ida Niebars Mound City.
Mr. J. W. Graham left yesterday will also go over.
Joe and Leon Joblin, of St. Louis,
for Creal Springs on a drumming
Congressman Geo. W. Smith, mem- marine divers, are assisting in the
trip.
ber of the Twenty-fifth district of ID- work of raising the Williams.
Nilr. L. E. Wallace returned to Ben- linois, of Nlurphystioro, and Col. Jas.
The Catherine passed through after
ton yesterday afternoon, after trans- A. White, postmaster at the same stone for the Mound City dike.
acting business in the city.
town, were in the city yesterday.
The Reuben Dunbar left yesterday
Mrs. C. W. Stansberry, of CObden,
Col. Felix Rudolph has returned for Clarksville.
The Clyde arrived from Tennessee
WANTED—First-claS6 cook for 114., who has been visiting her daugh- from Saltillo, Tenn.
Mr. W. T. Miller returned yester- rivet, and will leave on her return
small family. Inquire at 408 Wash- ter, Mrs. H. Balm, of South Eighth
THERE IS JUST AS MUCH DIFFERENCE Ill THE NEEDS OF!'
street, will leave today for home.
trip Wednesday afternoon at 5
day from Mayfield.
ington street.
tf
PEOPLE
DOING BANKING AND OF BANKS WHO ATTEND TO.
Mrs. Anna Bahr, of Evansville, Ind.,
Undertaker Fred Roth will leave to- o'clock.
THEIR
BUS/NESS
FOR THEM, AS IN ANYTHING ELSE. SOME
left
yesterday
after
visit
a
to
brief
The Clarke relieved the J. B. Wilday for Louisville to attend the Funer
FOR RENT—Furnished rooms
PEOPLE WILL HAVE BUSINESS THAT IS BEST ATTENDED TO
her
sister,
Mrs.
Heron,
WilWm.
of
liams,
al
Director?
which
and
tow
took
sank
Association
the
of
Kentucky.
within three blocks of Fourth and
BY A SAVINGS BANK, WHILE OTHERS MIGHT FULD BETTER
lis street.
Prof. C. M. Leib and Col. C. C. to Louisville.
Broadway. Ring old phone 613-4.
FACILITIES
IN A REGULAR COMMERCIAL BANK.
Miss Carrie Tomlin and Miss -Lau- Rose have returned from their west- The Hopkins will come in today
ra
Jobe
are
tomorrow
expected
ern
jaunt.
from
They report an amusing ex- from Evansville, returning at
INDIVIDUALS WILL. UNDER
FOR RENT—Three downstairs
ALMOST EVERY CIRCUMzooms, electric lights, gas, hydrant Jaclason, Tenn., to visit Miss Lillie perience at the hands of the Cairo olciock.
STANCE, FIND BETTER FACILITIES AND
MORE INDUCEquarantine officers. They were withThe Murtha Hennen passed out of MENTS IN THE SAVINGS BANK THAN ANYWHERE ELSE. HERE
and cistern water. Apply 513 North Mae Winstead.
Mir. T. J. Murphy and Mr. C. Wal- out a health certificate and were ar- the Tennessd river for O'weneborie.
THEY RECEIVE 4 PER CENT COMPOUND INTEREST ON ALL
Sixth.
lace, of Mayfield, were in the city on rested and marched through the
The H. Hoxie lb en route to St. TitgIR MONEY WHICH REMAINS ON DRPCSIT A YEAR. ONE
streets to the health office to get a Louis.
Dill,LAR WILL START AN ACCOUNT.
WANTED—A girl to do general business yesterday.
Mies Susanne Jorgenson, of Evans- permit to come home.
The Royal will make bet- regular
housework; twei in family. Apply at
isk large party of sojourners at Dix- trip to Golconda today.
Flat No. 3, Nei. 308 North Ninth ville, returned yesterday from a
week's visit to Princeton, and is the on Springs came home Sunday.
The Henrietta went to Joppa yesStreet.
B. H.
guest of Miss Mkujorie Crumbaugh.
Among the number were Miss Anna terday.
GEO. C. THoMPSON,
sea
I,.
Pr ti.. "7
Rev. J. C. Burroughs, of Los An- Thomas, Miss Manic Parkins, Miss
Vice-President and Manager.
FOR SALE—My farm in Arcadia;
geles,
Cal.,
is
the
Sophia
guest
Backer,
of
Messrs.
Miss
Sophia
HumJ.
T.
LAURIE,
Cashier.
SALE.
PUBLIC
also full blooded Jersey cows. Apply
mel, Miss Augusta Theiring, Miss
to T. L. Crice or myself. Mrs. L. M. John and Baker Overstreet.
Mk Chas. M. Leake returned yes- Dona Husbel, Miss Louise Backer,
I will on Monday, August 11, 1905,
Rloomfield.
terday from a ten days' business trip Miss Emma Kleybecker, Mires The- about the hour of to o'clock a. m.,
,
resa Theiring, Miss Kate Pieper, Mr. at the city hall door, corner Fourth
FOR RENT—House at 514 Clay to St. Louis.
Miss. Nellie Barry has returned Boyce Berryman, Mr Wm. Rottger- and Kentucky avenue, sell at public
Sewer connections and all improvements. Call 533 North Sitxh, or from a visit. to Louieville and other ing,' Mrs. Charles Rottgering, Mr. outcry to the highest bidder one hunplaces.
Gus Legeay.
dred (too) feet of ground on Clay
phone 1418; old phone.
Mks. James S. Jenlcine has returned
street, between the residence of Mr.
227 BROADWAY.
TOOK TO THE WATER.
James M. Lang and one recently
LOST—Dark bay mare, 14 1-2 from a visit to La Center.
Mr. E. H. Mlattingly and Mr. Geo.
built by Mr. Jeff Read. Terms made
bands iing1h.
Vill give Si° reward
to anyone that will return same to Barkhurst, of Bardstown, Ky., are Suspected Log Thief Escapes Arrest known on day of sale.
by Daring Officers'.
D. A. YEISER, Mayor.
JOHN GEORGE, Fourth and Ad- here on a visit.
Miss Anna Bird Stewart has reams streets.
•
turned to her borne in Cincinnati
With a positive determination that
Two Trusties Leave.
he should not be arrested Silas Ste0
LOST—One water spaniel dog, after visiting Mies Ora V. Leigh.
Yesterday- afternoon while aceng as
Mrs. S. B. Saunders and Miss Su- goll, a shantyboater, jumped into the a trusty two negroes left the county
eleven months old; comes to call of
"Buck;" black in color
Return to sie Atehinson are borne from Dawson. river yesterday morning and therebe jail and have not been recaptured.
Capt. R. J. Barber went to Mem- escaped being captured by Officer F...
Hal S. Corbett, 313 North Ninth
One of the negroer was Arthur
phis yesterday to visit his daughter, H. Goes and Market Master Smed- Lurks, who was given a four monde;
street, for reward.
Are. Jacob Flynn.
ley.
sentence last week on the charge of
Several day,
Mr. S. W. Levy, of Owensboro, is
.ago a raft of 700 togs petty larceny. The rISTTIC of the her
FOR SALE—A two-story frame
belonging to the Singer Sewing Ma- one to escape could not be learned.
dwelling, seven rooms, lasge recep- in the city.
Mks T. R. White, of Paris, Tenn., is chine company broke loose from Duck
tion hall, hbt and cold water, good
river and it is alleged that Stegoll had
out•buildings, nice yard with shade in the city.
Notice!
Mr. W. F. Purdy, Jr., of Bandana, captured them and disposed of many
&Tees. Wil sell•on terms to suit porMr. R. E. Jones has this day leased
of them. Officer Cross located Stegoll
chaser. Price reasonable. Apply at is here on a visit.
from Jos. L. Friedman the Pines PoulMI'. Geo. E. Farmer, of Martin, in his boat below the docks and he try Farm,
924 North Seventh street. New
and from this date, said
Tenn., was in the city yesterday.
and Smedley went after him. Stegcill Jos.
phone No. 630.
L. Erica:ft-nen is not responsible
resisted
proMr.
the
Clarence
Phillips,
officers
Cross
of Murray,
and
s.
for any purchases made by R. E.
duced his gun. At this juncture the
was in the city yesterday.
Tuesday Morning, Aug. is, 19o5.
Jones.
.Mr. James F. Estes, of the Lady sharrtyboater ran out of a door and
August lath, t9o5.
Lorena plantation, has arrived from plunged into the river and swam to
the bank, making hie escape. His
Louisiana.
Among the Sick.
Galvanized Rubber Roofing WarMins. J. C. DeMert has gone to Dix- wife then seized Officer Cross to pre- ranted for steep or flat roof or Over
vent him from following her husband. old shingles, requires
James Coyle, of Trimble street, is on Springs for a week.
no coating or
Attorney D. H. Hughes went to The officers gave Chas.e but their game paint. Ford Manufacturing Co., Chi1-ad flown to greener fields. Other
Mr. John Trent, storekeeper/foe the Cincinnati yesterday on business.
cago. G. R. Davis Sc Bro., local
Chas. K. Wheeler is in Louisville towns have been notifisd and he may agent,.
local I. C.. is ill.
be captured shortly.
CONNECTION WITH CAMP YEISER EXCHANGE., INDEPENDWorrell, the drumme'r, is ill on business.
J•
Mr. W. T. Reid went to Dawson
at Hotel Lagomarsino.
ENT COMPANY SERVICE DISCONTINUED.
Electric Light Notice.
The Property Appraised.
Miss Hallie Hisey, who has been ill yesterday.
All bills are due and payable at the
The board of appraisers, composed
Mrs. J. E. Long is visiting in St.
ceral days, is improving.
office
of the company, 120 South
of C. E. Jennings,.pf the city; R.. E.
.Mrs.:Clint C. Warren, of West Louis.
Fourth street. Current will be disMies Rose iBrowder is visiting in Cooper, of Hopkinsvillte and Hiram continued if bills are not paid on or
Broadway, is suffering from congesK. Cole, of Memphis, who were seRusnellvible. Ky.
CALL THE CAMP OVER THE OLD RELIABLE. TWO CIRCUITS.
tion.
before August so.
Misses Nellie and Sophia Kirk- lected to appraise the property of the
Miss Edna Hayes, of 1634 South
PADUCAH CITY RAILWAY.
Sixth street, is improving slightly of land returned yesterday from a two- People's Independent Telephone Comweeks' visit to relatives in Chicago. pany, reported yesteeday afternoon
fever.
The anxiliaries of the Tenth-street
Mir. Geo. C. Wallace returned Sun- that the property was worth $118,400. Christian church will run a moonlight
Stewart Craig, the four-year-old
The stock and franchise of this excursion on the steamer Dick Fawson of Mr. John D. Craig, of the Pal- day from Atlanta.
Mir. Austin House. of Martin, company will be sold September tr, lee- to the bridge Thursday evening.
mer Transfer company, is improving
from a severe spell of malarial fever. Tenn., is the guest of Dr. Sydney and will be bid in by the Nome Tele- Aug. 17, 19o. Round trip 25 cents.
.1
FOR YOUR DINNER.
phone, which succeeds the IndependSmith.
EVERY DAY EXCEPT SUNDAY.
Mr. A'. B. Smith and Mr. J. T. ent line.
Without Business.
Get a soc bottle of Secthal. It is a
The board of police and fire com- Smith arrived yesterday from Ten
zz:3o UNTIL a P.M.
powerful and 'prompt disinreliable,
missioners met last night but were neseee and leave this week for Colo- •
MASONIC NOTICE.
DINNER SUNDAY, WINE INCLUDED 50e. I2'3o to 2.
disdeodorizes
and
Instantly
fectant.
o
Plain City Lodge No. 449, F. and
in seseion only a few moments. Noth- rado.
•umorimuli
infects any material it is applied to.
ing was done except to read the min.Prof. A. L. Whittenburg, of Gol- A. M., will meet tonight at 7:30 in
offensive,
or
fetrid
how
matter
No
utes of the previous meeting, as there conda, was in the city on business stated communication.
destroys and neutralizes all poisonous
GEO. 0. INGRAM,
Was no business otherwise before the yesterday.
•
gases arising from decayed animal or
Master.
F. ROTH,
Miss Lillian Ferguson. of IA Cenboard.
vegetable matters, arrests decomposiSecretary.
ter. Ky., and Miss Annie May Mction and prevents contagion. It puTrenton.
bast
/01011ERAL INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE AGENCY. SPEC-,
arrived
Ky.,
Elwain, of
e
Coat Returned.
the air without creating any
rifies
Suit on Note.
city Clerk Henry Bailey has re- night to visit Mre. L G. Orme.
NTION TO ALL CLASS OF GUARANTY BONDS.
highly, acAttorney Oscar Kahn yesterday odor whatever. Dilute
Mise Marie Wilcox left yesterday
covered bis coat that was taken from
sprinkle
directions
and
to
cording
'T ASK YOUR FRIENDS—WE FURNISH SECURITY.
his hall at home several days ago. He for a visit to relatives in Louisville. filed a suit in circuit court for 7. W.
dees not stain. For
It
freely.
about
Carneal
D.
and
Mbnroe
J.
and
Hite
Mr. L. S. DuBois and son, M. Geo.
says it was taken as a joke, but regrirTif
OLD PHONE NO. 204.
sale at all drug stores.
DunOi9, returned Sunday from a on a note for $166.
fuses to reveal the joker's name.
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Keep Cool-It's Easy.
Belvedere

the Master Brew
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DRUG.STORE
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GO TO

HOTEL LAGOMARSINO
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E.G. BOONE,

P.

FULL LINE SASH, DOORS, PINE FLOORING AND ALL OTHER BUILDING MATERIAL.
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Botti 'Phones 295.

Prompt Delivery.

Eleventh and Tennessee Streets.
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